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Momentum supports its Stakeholders through Engagement
Pat O’Toole, Centre Manager, Golden Island Shopping Centre, Athlone, Co.
Westmeath gives recognition for the Momentum Support Team
Bernie, Marek, Katie, Nathan, Oleg, Karen & Annmarie- a big clap from me & Golden Island. Pat O’ Toole

It has been very challenging times within the Shopping Centre industry over the last few months,
and unfortunately, we will face plenty more challenges for the near future. I am very
appreciative of all the Momentum Support team who have really stepped up to the mark,
demonstrating a positive “can and will do approach” throughout. I am especially grateful to the
staff for the way they have gone that extra mile with customer care issues whilst ensuring
enhanced cleaning regimes were implemented and maintained throughout the centre

Left to Right Pat O’Toole. Centre Manager and Rose Phelan, Momentum Support Client Services Manager.

To Bernie, Marek, Katie, Nathan, Oleg, Karen & Annmarie - a big clap from me & Golden Island.
Finally, a special word of thanks to our Contracts Manager Rose Phelan for devising and implementing
our strategic response to all the additional requirements relating to Covid -19. This truly was a weight off
my shoulders. Rose has really impressed time and again in her hands -on management of this contract,
she always seems to have a solution ready before the problem even arises!
Continued excellent working relationships between Client and Contracts Managers are k ey to success and
this is what gives Momentum that competitive edge over other contractors.
Keep up the excellent work guys!

Pat O’Toole. Centre Manager
To visit : http://goldenislandshoppingcentre.ie/

Click on the link to visit http://goldenislandshoppingcentre.ie/

Momentum supports its Workforce through” Choose Health Live Well
Choose Health Live Well
Employee Hub at:
https://momentumsupport.
eu/category/employee-hub

Company Employee Assistance Programme (EAP)_

For more information visit:

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/12-benefits-of-meditation

https://www.gaiam.com/blogs/discover/meditation-101-techniques-benefits-and-a-beginner-s-how-to

Momentum supports its Workforce through Recognition of people
Lorne Kavanagh recognises Mark Walker and the wider site team at Moy Park CRAIGAVON
“Maintained the highest standards of cleaning and professionalism while maintaining their good
humour.”

Mark Walker

MOY PARK CRAIGAVON

Momentum supports its Environment through Zero Co2 Emissions
Olag Sijanors, Cleaning Operative, Golden
Island Shopping Centre, Athlone.
One task is to operate the MV 2000
Vanguard,

CSR Green Team Working Group – FACT CHECK
As Business considers moving into the Green space in our New Reality one option is
through introducing equipment like a MV 2000 VANGUARD
WHAT IS IT
The MV 2000 Vanguard is an urban waste vacuum machine loaded with unique
features which greatly increases safety and productivity, has a modern computercontrolled motor including automatic 3 speed suction power, self – cleaning
HEPA air filters.
GREEN SPACE
The efficient way waste is instantly vacuumed reduces the level of dust that is often
released into the atmosphere making it the perfect solution for pedestrian areas.
Having an eco-friendly unit does not mean sacrificing performance
EFFICIENT

eo

The fact that the MV2000 is 100% battery powered means that it has zero CO2
emissions and the sound proofing makes it a near silent operation

Momentum supports the Environment through Climate Change
Awareness Competition
Please use you colour pencils and crayons to complete the Earth Working together and
send to verona@momentumsupport.eu Include your name, age and contact number.
Three winners will receive a prize.
EARTH - WHAT WE CAN DO TOGETHER

Closing date 14th August 2020 send to Verona@momentumsupport.eu Winners will be
contacted. Good Luck !

